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Mr. Greenp you've been in office for less than six months
and in that time you've been about as busy as a•Minister
could be, travelling to Europel speeche-s around thi s
country9 and appearances and some very interesting
attitudes at the United Nations . I'd like to•run down
some of these attitudes which made a godd deal of news .
The first is the radiation resolution on which you gôt a
unanimous vote. To get that sort of thing, did you have
to water the resolution down to the point where it might
be meaningless ?

As Well, we wouldn't have done that . We changed it .a bit
from the original draft in order to get the other nation s
to agree . However, the resolution as it was finally adopted
by the United Nationst I think9 covers the point that we
wanted to cover .

Qs And what is that ?

As Well', we feel that there isn't adequate collection of
information on radiation and fallout and the effects on
different people . And while a great deal is donev we
feel that a great deal more should be done . .

Q : Is this a move to reinforce1.an end',tb the nuclear bomb tests?

As Welltt of course the bomb tests are one feature of the
situation. But there is radiation from many other causes
than bomb testing.

Do you think the unanimous vote you got indicates the sincere
desire on the part of all nationsl•including the Communistsp
to do something about this?


